Audio 2000’s Lapel mic with PA speakers

You will need:

- Behringer PA Speaker
- Audio 2000’s Lapel Mic Set

1: Plug in PA speaker with Power Cord provided in box.
2. From the Microphone case we will need the Receiver box in the middle, the ¼’ cable, one remote microphone unit, one microphone cable, and the power cord for the receiver.
3. Plug the receiver into the power source

4. Plug one end of the ¼’cable into the port on the receiver, then connect the other end into the MIC/Line 1 port on the speakers. These connections are circled below
5. Ensure there is a battery inserted into the wireless microphone unit, slide the front up to open the battery compartment

6. Insert the microphone into the wireless unit, you will need to twist the cable to make the connection.
7. Power the wireless unit on using the switch on top

8. Turn on the PA system by flipping the switch located next to the power cable, then power on the receiver by pressing the switch on the front of the unit
9. Microphone should connect to receiver automatically. There are two separate wireless mic units included in the set and they can be used simultaneously. Use the dials on the receiver unit to adjust each Microphone volume separately.